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Revisions In McD'ermott~ Smith At
Lingua Club Meets
At St. Joseph C,olle'ge Honor Society N.F.C.C.S. Conventio,n
Fairfield University was represented at the Winter
The work and preparation of several months came
Council meeting of the National Federation of Catholic
to realization Sunday, February 15, when the Lingua
College Students held at Providence College on FebruAssociation conducted its first meeting at St. Joseph
The Legislative Committee of
ary
14 and 15, by Jack McDermott and Gerry Smith.
College in Harftord.
the Student Council, under the

Investigated

This group is a union of the
language clubs of Fairfield University and St. Joseph College.
Its purpose is the widening and
augmenting of the students'
knowledge of and interest in
language and its stu d y. The
meetings will provide an opportunity for the members to gain
a wider prospectus of their languages than c 0 u 1 d be gained
from class work alone. The emphasis is primarily on the cultural aspects of language rather
than on semantics.
In the discussion of common
norm for all tongues, Latin and
its maternal influence on the
Romance 'Languages was the
theme. There were four papers
presented. F'rom Fairfield, Alfred Annunziata gave "The Evolution of Italian from Latin"
and Richard Sansonetti presented "Dante, Man of Religion."
Representing St. Joseph, Mary
Lee Moriarty presented a paper
on "The Origin and Development of the Latin Tongue," and
Mary Lehan spoke on "Christian Latin Hymnology." Thus a
(Continued on Page 6)

Fairfield
D:e-baters
Win~ Draw
The pros and cons of the national topic, "Resolved: that the
Federal government s h 0 u 1 d
adopt a Fair Employment Practices Act," were debated here at
Fairfield, and ·at Albertus Magnus College last Friday.
Upholding the negative side
of the question here at Fairfield
were John McDermott and
Dutch Macchia, who vied with
the Albertus team in a contest
of wits. The debate was awarded the Fairfield team, but
Albertus captured the prize for
the best speaker.
The Fairfield team that journeyed to New Haven, i.e., John
Luckhart and Bob McKeon, was
awarded a draw and thus the
Bellarmine Debating Society
had to its credit one 10ss, one
(Continued on Page- 6)

In the article, "Italian Club
ns The Met Guild," which
appeared in the January 15
edition of The STAG, reference was made to a membership fee of ten dollars, which,
the article stated, was paid
by the Italian Club. In reality, however, it was the
Student Council that appropriated the funds for membership in the Guild. For it
felt that all students should
benefit from such an organization. The STAG, therefore, belatedly apologizes for
its error.

Give
to the

Red Cross

chairmanship of J-ack Welch,
has completed a revision of the
point system for the Honor Society. The suggested revision
will be placed in the form of a
resolution to Fr. Langguth. This
revision, which was suggested
by Fr. Langguth, attempts to
equate the points in relation to
the responsibility and amount
of effort expended. Also included in the revision are new organizations on campus which
previously were not recognized.
The former system has not
been altered essentially by this
resolution, as a man still must
maintain a high standard in
marks, plus outstanding contribution to extra-curricular activities in order to qualify. The
Dean will also screen the candidates, as before, and have the
right to make allowances under
out s tan din g circumstances,
thereby giving the system a degree of elasticity.
Members of several clubs and
organizations, presidents and
(Continued on Page 6)

David Goldstein Speaks
On Courtroom Experiences
The first annual Father Ryan Memorial Banquet
which was. held Monday evening, February 16, featured
Attorney David Goldstein as guest speaker. Approximately fifty students and members of the Public Affairs
Club attended the affair and heard the first-hand discussionof cases which were outstanding in the legal career
of this eminent lawyer;

Galligan To
Give Lectures
In Procedure
Mr. Eugene Galligan, Public
Relations and Placement Director, initiated a series of lectures
on
parliamentary
procedure
yesterday during the second
period. Prior to his position as
Placemen t Director at Fairfield,
he had taught courses in Public
Relations and Parliamentary
Procedure for two years at
Bradley University and is well
qualified and capable of answering the students' queries concerning the course.
Purpose
The course of instruction in
the basic tech~liques and principle of procedure were previously initiated to orientate the
delegates to the CISL on
(Continued on Page 6)

Plans
The Council session, which
was attended by delegates from
all over New England, reviewed
the work of the Federation
Commissions and formulated
final plans for the Regional
Congress to be held in April.
Report
Of special interest to Fairfield
delegates was the vice-president's report on Commissions.
The F'amily Life Commission at
Fairfield was rated as excellent.
The work of Mr. Smith, his staff
and their monthly bulletin has
gained recognition throughout
the region.
Program
The Council opened its session Saturday with an address
by the Very Reverend Robert J.
Slavin, O.P., President of Providence College, and adjourned
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock
with a prayer by Reverend
Ant h 0 n y Jurgelaitus, O.P.,
N.F.C.C.S. moderator at Providence.
Resolution
Among the highlights of the
(Continued on Page 6)

E-ducational C'onfab
Success at Fairfield

On Thursday, February 12, Fairfield's Department
of Education played host to a meeting of the S.E.A.C.
(Students Education Association of Connecticut).
Despite the fact that the elements were not cooperative
that day, a sizable group of future teachers descended
upon our campus. They represented Danbury State
The need for men of integrity
Tribute
Teachers, University of Connecticut, University of
Prior to the talk, Father Kin- and high ethical standards is
great
in
the
legal
profession,
Bridgeport, New Haven State Teachers and Fairfield.
sella, S.J., professor of history

and religion at Fairfield, paid
tribute to the late Father Ryan,
S.J., who had been the moderator of the Public Afflairs Club,
head of the Bridgeport Chapter
of the Diocesan Labor Institute
and Coordinator of the Social
Science Department as well as
professor of Economics. His understanding and toleranCe were
extolled and served as an example of Christian charity in -a
troubled world. Following this
moving tribute, the toastmaster,
George Jaser, introduced the
guest speaker.

Mr. Goldstein asserted, and
Fairfield produces such educated and learned men with the
proper conditioning in morality.
The importance of such standards can never be overestimated, and men who cherish and
uphold such principles, he continued, will definitely find
"room on top" in the legal profession. The highlights of his
talk, however, were the different cases which he discussed,
e.g., the Carrol case, and the
controversial Carol Paight case.
(Continued on P.age 2)

Film Shown
The intercollegiate confab got
under way in the late afternoon
with a tour of the campus followed by a box supper. In the
early evening, a color film entitled "Secure the Blessings"
was shown, and a short business
meeting of the association ensued.
Panel Discussion
The official eve'ning program
opened with a welcome to the
students by the Very Reverend
Joseph D. FitzGerald, S.J. The
highlight of the affair was a

panel discussion of on-the-job
help for the new teacher. Participating in the event were five
school principals of this area,
moderated by the Superintendent of Schools at Weston, Mr.
Edward Summerton. The remainder of the program consisted in a well-received rendition of songs by the Bensonians
and the Campus Minstrels and
dancing.
Credit
The great success of this
affair rests with Father McPeake
- (Continued on Page 6)
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School Spirit?
There is a metaphysical principle which states that
the whole is greater than its parts. An example of this
principle in action is the concept of a university. A university is greater than its parts, the student; yet 'without the latter, there would be no ins.titute of higher
learning. Implied in this principle, then, is the fact that
the aggregate unit is dependent on its parts; it needs the
latter for existence. The university demands the support of every individual in all its endeavors. At Fairfield, it seems the student body has failed in this capacity.
This is especially evident from the student attendance
at basketball games, which has been, to say the least,
rather poor. Undoubtedly there is a lack of interest in
the athletic program and a subsequent lack of school
spirit on the part of the student body.
At every game, a small nucleus has led the cheering
and has spurred the team to victory and, more often,
defeat, but the greater part of Fairfield men has failed
. to attend. Why this lack of interest? An explanation
is forthcoming, but we can only venture a guess. For
one, the team has sometimes let the student body down
by playing a defeatist game, and by slip-shod ball handling. But this is no reason why we should withdraw our
support. When a man is down, we don't kick him in the
ribs; we help him to his feet, and encourage him to stand
alone. So, too, at the games; when the team is in a
slump, that's a time for moral support from the cheering
section. That's the time we can adequately express our
exuberance and school spirit. Let us remember, moreover, that the schedule which the Stags had to complete
was trying and difficult, (three consecutive games on
three consecutive nights, for example), before we pass
judgment on the team.
Regardless of sentiment to the contrary, Fairfield is
fortunate in having an excellent ball club, which has
played outstanding games against such teams as
St. Francis, Providence, and last Friday's tussle with
New Britain. The Fairfield five has given its time and
energy to a sport which has been publicity for the University; the least we can do is support our one major
athletic endeavor and cheer it on to victory.
On Saturday, we meet our rivals, the Purple
Knights of UB, for the second time. This will be a close
contest, but if we, the student body, attend the game
en masse to give our moral support to the team, victory
will be ours.

Big Pay-Off A Success
Winners Awarded Prizes

Mr. Vail Discusses
Inter-Racial Justice
By FRED DORI
News from the campus cops
. . Patrolman or I should say
Captain Paul Tremont gave a
report on the Parking Commission (it's here to stay). There
were 120 tickets given out to
various violators such as visiting
salesmen, carpenters, plumbers,
just plain visitors, a number of
students even got tickets. So far,
they have collected from student
violators and even a few of
them up to the present time,
have eluded the payment of the
fines, by various means, such as,
false registration of their license
numbers, changing their plates
before they drive into the parking lot, changing cars from day
to day, and by ducking into
rooms when they see one of the
officers of the law coming down
the corridor. Capt. Paul expressed assurance that he always gets
his man, so surrender and be
taken peacefully ... "slow down
I'll catch you yet."
Rogues Gallery
W ANTED BY F.U.P.C. for the
crime of stealing a number of
parking signs from the parking
lot of Xavier Hall, any information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the culprits. A reward has not yet been offered
but I suspect that it will probably be: "one free parking violation." (Somebody has a well
"signed" room around here.)
Education Confab
The council received an invitation from the Education Club
to attend the social following
the confab. They did . . . I understand that the confab was
very successful.
Senior Talent Nite . . . The
Senior Talent nite was such a
big deal that the Council voted
to cancel the meeting for it. This
made the Senior "Commisar"
very happy ... more money. It
turned out to be a good affair.
Many try but few are chosen.
... A handbook is being drawn
up concerning the requirements
for the Honor Society. This
should make the lives of the
masses here at F.U. much hap~
pier. "Read it and weep," as
they say.
College Day at Fairfield . . '.
The Council is going to give
Father Mahan a helping hand in
preparing a program for this
year's college day.

The "Big Pay-off," the talent nite sponsored by the
Senior Class on Tuesday, February 17, was, in every
way, a success. As M.C., Rudy Girandola was his casual,
jovial self in introducing the performers to the audience.

Men In Red
Program
I vided
the
"who Give Concert
Included in the program were harmonIzed to My Evahne, but
a rendition of "Angelina" by the I the most unusual and cleverest At Torrington
"inimitable" Paul Sullivan, a of the
was the comedy~y

February 26. 1953

Mr. Vail delivered an interesting and enlightening
discourse entitled "Inter-racial Justice" with regard to
the Catholic viewpoint of the problem, on Wednesday,
February 18.
Sponsorship
This event was sponsored by
the Public Affairs Club in observance of National InterRacial Justice Week. Chairman
of the event was a junior, Mr.
John McDermott, who introduced the guest speaker.
Negro Problem
Mr. Vail, professor of Sociology at Fairfield, discussed race
prejudice and inequality and,
more pertinently, the "Negro
problem". He pointed out that
race prejudice is not innate, but
rather the product of "unthinking" and bigoted parents. It is
his belief that as long as the
force of greed and ignorance becloud men's intellects, we cannot 'approach the Negro problem
with any immediate logical solutions. Too TOany of us don't
think about our social relations
with fellow Negroes.
Apt Questions
Father Gillis sums it up very
aptly: "What is the black man's
place? Was he designed by nature to be, and must he ever remain, a subject race, less than
wholly hum'an, a foot-stool for
the white man, a lesser breed
without the law, a pariiah? Was
there placed upon him, aboriginally by his Creator, the mark
of the beast, of the stigma of
Ishmael? Was he in the beginning anathematized by God and
must he be, in consequence, interdicted ·and excommunicated
by God's favorite, the white
man?" Here, then, is food for
thought.
Negro- White Marriages
The problem of Negro rights
and Negro - white marriages
were discussed in detail. Some
Catholics feel that there is something in Canon Law which prohibits interracial marriages. Mr.
Vail corrected this by saying
there is no such bar nor can
there be.
Lack of Negro Catholics
Another question which faces
the American Catholic in the
United States is why are there
so relatively few Negro Catholics in our own country? It is
asserted that prejudice knows
no religious boundaries and
consequently many Catholics
have been highly responsible for
ill-feeling between the Church
and the colored race. Moreover,

many of us should remember
that the Church is still no mere
white man's church. If we are
to welcome the Negro into our
faith we must kill prejudice and
bigotry. Indeed, as Catholics,
we know only too well how the
forces of intolerance work. The
tragic story of "The triumph ot
prejudice" is the Al Smith case.
Need for Understanding
If we are all members of the
Mystical Body of Christ, how
can we deny the Negro equality? If we esteem the obligations of Christ's greatest commandment, charity, so highly
with regard to fellow whites,
how can we ignore the Negro?
These 'are the questions which
we must ask ourselves, and to
alleviate the situation, Mr. Vail
favored greater understanding
and benevolence on the part of
all Catholics based upon the
Catholic moral philosophy and
principles.

Public Affairs
Club Elects
N,ew Officers
Henry Mountain, President of
the Public Affairs Club was
elected Junior delegate to the
C.I.S.L. at the February 4, meeting.
Fairfield had been without a
Junior delegate this year and in
view of this, Mr. Mountain, as
President of the Public Affairs
Club, assumed the voting rights
that an official delegate would
have.
Ronald Homza, Fairfield Senior Delegate, expressed his confidence in the new delegate and
stated that Mr. Mountain's long
period of activity in C.I.S.L.
affairs would serve Fairfield
well.

DAVID GOLDSTEIN
(Continued from Page 1)
The affair proved to be an informative entertaining (as well
as appetizing - roast beef was
served) event which the Public
Affairs Club intends to repeat
in the future.

"Bensoni~ns

~cts

humorous pantomime of the
record, "It's in the Book" by
Jack Palmieri and a medley of
songs ranging from the classical
to the modern tempo, which
Mark Lolatte so gracefully fingered on the keyboard. The
"cr,ooners" were well represented by Tony Russo and Bill
Mecca and Don Burns' impersonati~n of the Sweepstakes
Winner Dominic C. Savoni his
felt hat',and elastic features ~dding to the rakish appearance,
"brought the house down" with
laughter.
Comedy-Magic
The four-part harmony of a
Barber Shop quartet was pro-

magIC .ot two Freshmen, Bayne
and GIl~ert,. who proceeded to
p~ur mIlk mto a newspaper
WIthout wett~ng the latter, made
a handkerchIef dIsappear from
a net and reappear m a glass,
tied to the ends of two others,
and ot?er feats o.f the great
HoudmI.. The evenmg ~rogram
of talent concluded WIth the
baton-twirling of the agile Jack
Sullivan and the be-bop renditions of Virgn at the Vibes (Virgil Prococcini).
Winner. Prizes
Following the program, the
audience voted individually by
ballot for their choice of the
(Continued on Page 3)

On Tuesday evening, February 24, the F'airfield University
Glee Club journeyed to Torrington, Connecticut, to present the
second concert of the 1953 season. The event was sponsored
by the Holy Name Society of
St. Peter's parish, with Mr.
Simon Harak conducting the
group. The first number on the
program was the traditional
"Men in Red," followed by the
"Halls of Ivy" and "Brothers
Sing On." John Bigley took the
spot light and, in his tenor
voice, gave his rendition of "I'll
Take You Home Again, Kathleen." The entire club then took
(Continued on Page 6)
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Seventh Fleet, The American
Foreign Policy On WICC

Heart Throb
By PAUL GASSITY

"The removal of the Seventh Fleet is indicative of
the fact that President Eisenhower has a comprehensive
cognizance and appreciation of the general Asiatic problem and the specific Korean problem," stated Carmen
F. Donnarumma, assistant. professor of History and
Government at Fairfield University, February 15, over
Station WICC, on the weekly faculty-student panel discussion: "Fairfield University Interpr~ts the News."

RUDY GIRANDOLA
Vice-President, Talentad Writer and Glee Club Member

I

The Crucible

By JOHN PAMPEL
A lonely but powerful thrust
at the aggressor within has come
to Broadway. It is Arthur Miller's new play, "The Crucible,"
and the puthor of "Death of a
Salesman" has again shown
deep perception in honestly portraying the sordid but rampant
aspects of American life, if only
this time as an obvious parallel.
The subject of Miller's new
play is the Salem Witchcraft
craze that blotched our colonial
history and caused thinking men
to wonder of the fate of our land.
Fortunately, this epidemic of
nonsense, built on false accusation and unjustified execution,
did not sweep throughout the
colonies; it was extinguished in
time, but not before the lives of
many innocents were taken.
John Proctor, the hero in this
play (Arthur Kennedy), is trapped by a fantastic web of airy
allegations in his attempt to save
his wife accused of conjuring
the Devil (Beatrice Straight).
The town's adolescents, who
"dance naked in the forest in
the moonlight," serve as the prosecution; their testimony is an
adventure in evasion and makebelieve. The Judge is unreasonable, treats any question of the
children's integrity as an assault
on the court, and embroils the

BIG PAY-OFF
(Continued from Page 2)
best performer. The team of
Bayne and Gilbert captured
first place, with Mark Lolatte
and Don Burns the second and
third place winners, respectively. A list of prizes, ranging from
a prom bid to a free oil change
for a car, all of which were
donated by merchants in the
area, were awarded the win-

defense ruthlessly in the complicated machinery of lawful
procedure. Proctor, in the end,
chooses death to signing a confession after an earnest struggle
with his conscience. Doomed, he
walks to the yard yet a free man,
free as those hanged before him
who would not surrender to lies.
The character delineation and
structural development are well
handled by the dramatist, the
production aided by a thoughtfully chosen cast including
Walter Hampden.
But what is Miller saying?
Quite obviously he is troubled
by the present sorties on our
Constitutional guarantees; he is
troubled by the unreasoning
fear and the vengeance launched
on non-conformists by "superpatriots" in the name of freedom. The present era is one of
hate, unthinking; it is eclipsing
our freedom and preparing us,
not unlikely, for war. Drawing
the obvious parallel, which Miller evidently desires we' draw,
we may well stop and think: Do
we honestly support the freedom
of speech and "lawful procedure" guaranteed by the Bill
of Rights? And, if so, what do
we plan to do about it in the
face of these onslaughts, onslaughts fired by hysterics and
condoned by the weak?
ners. Compliment.ary prizes of
theater tickets were presented
to the other participants.
Dancing
Daricing to the recorded
music of name bands and with
the nurses of St. Vincent's ,and
Bridgeport Hospitals brought
the evening's festivities to a
close and proved to be one of
the highlights of the affair. In
reality, then, "The Big Pay-off"
proved to be just that, a big
pay-off for all concerned.

Truman-Acheson Policy
The important ingredient that
spells tte difference between the
Truman - Acheson policy and
that of President Eisenhower,
through the voice of John F.
Dulles, is their respective attitudes toward our line of defense
in the Pacific and comprehension of the ambitions of International Communism. The Truman-Acheson policy was a
negative program which called
for concession if necessary, but
only this sort of negativism.
Korea
Our entry into Korea was certainly a sound move, but not
for the reasons that motivated
the former administration. They
believed that this move was
proper in order to frustrate, if
only momentarily, Communistic
aggression. This short-sighted
view of the significance of the
Korean conflict led to the blockade order to the Seventh Fleet.
Importance of Korea
Mr. Donnarumma went on to
point out that this order belied,
on the part of the Truman policy, any understanding of the
value of the Korean peninsula
to a nation interested in the
domination of the Pacific. Korea
projects itself towards Japan
and the chain of islands that
barricade the China mainland
in such a way as to make it the
focal point of any plan of defense in the Pacific. If either
Korea or Formosa were in the
hands of a belligerent power,
the United States would be
forced to withdraw their defense
line to our own coast which
would necessitate a similar
coastal defense on the Atlantic.

This article will be slightly off
the general trend of my "roving
ear" policy, but nevertheless it
is an important matter that pertains to all of us. As statistics
will have it, there will be a certain few who will be inducted
or who will enlist in one of the
Armed Forces; a certain percent
will be lunlucky ones as statistics further state. These "chosen
few" will echo the tragic cry of
those who have gone before
them, "Medic!" Some will livethe majority, we hope. Others?
Well, you've heard of the blinding phrase, "we regret to inform
you . . . "!
Have you realized the implication contained in the above
lines? How forceful should one
get when a plea for help needs
to be fulfilled? Perhaps a reference to the "Reader's Digest"
and their "book section" in the
February issue would offer a
suggestion. The book is "Down
from the Ridges" and, in my
estimation, no one aside from
the eye witness can emphasize
the importance of a pint of blood.
Perhaps now, my title is a bit
clearer. To the dying man what
would be more of a "heart
throb" than a pint of blood?
Probably, another pint of blood!
I will assume that I have hit the
nail on the head and have driven
it sufficiently. Yes, your blood
is needed and only the words of
those "chosen few" I mentioned
above can explain how badly. If
I may borrow a slogan from a
traffic sign: "the life you save
may be your own."
P.S. I have already heard one
remark on my article. "Don't
you think that it will scare some
of the guys a little bit?" I can
only say that if they have to be
scared into it today, I hope that
they can be scared into giving
an extra pint some other day!

Thus, it is not too absurd to
generalize that the 'world is
seriously affect.ed by what we
do in the East.
Eisenhower's Order
President Eisenhower's order,
however, removes any doubt of
the possibility of a surrender of
either of these strategic sections.
There has been discussion favorable to such a plan. But under
the Truman "hot-house" policy,
such a plan could not have materializ'ed.
Dulles' Role
Mr. Donnarumma was also interested in pointing out that we
should alter the tone of our approach toward the peoples of
the Far East. "The Communists
have dealt with the people of
the East on a basis of equality;
the European has never forgotten that he is white, of a race
apart and above those whom he
condescends to help." We must
come, and come soon, to the
realistic view that we must appeal to the Asiatics through the
heart by means of Fellowship.
Mr. Donnarumma feels that
John Foster Dulles is the man
who can curb this improper
attitude.
Mr. McCarthy
On February 8th, Mr. Mathew
J. McCarthy, assistant professor
of government and history, discussed the problems in the
topic: "The Dulles versus the
Kennan Foreign Policy." The
discussion was moderated by
Mr. John Meaney; Messrs. John
Buckley and Lawrence Schaef- WICC under the title "Fairfield
fer were members of the stud- University In t e r pre t s the
ent panel. This program is pre- News."
(Continued on Page 6)
sented each week over Station

Campus capers
call for Coke
No matter if the big act
goes wrong, you can't beat
a skating party on a winter
night. Be sure there's Coke
along ••. for rejre.rhmenl.
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Sports News and Views

STAG

"Joy's Jotting'" Stags Set New Record;
:v~: J~:
Humble Friars 110-88

Y
By HARRY MARMION
A Wi:
Purple
Well, on Saturday, the boys have a little date at the Armory Knights on Saturday evening
with that institution across town. There is no use elaborating will bring, in part ,at least, a
too much on this tilt, because everyone realizes its importance succesful conclusion for the
without being told. The persons most concerned are the members Stags who have not been finding
of the basketball team themselves. The season up to now has the hocps -often enough during
. been far from successgul, but a win against the high riding Purple their tough schedule. The Stags
Knights would help out a lot. This g'ame will mark the last col- will also be out to avenge an
legiate appearance of Norb Fahey (in basketball, that is), co-cap- early season defeat at the hands
tain of the team. The way the stocky backcourt man has played of the Purple, so a victory will
the final half of the season ,assures us that he himself w.ill be in be doubly sweet. This game
~here tr~ing, and i~ the rest of the boys wIll go along wIth Norb dosely parallels last year's secm thIs bIg one, we 11 come out on top.
and contest ,against the Seaside
To get back to this season, it has produced no real outstand- I forces, when the Stags entered
ing team performances. The team has only beaten clubs that it the gRme with a mediocre recfigured to beat before the season started. We turned in no upsets: 'ord of 9-9, and sought revenge
in fact, on three or four occasions we were upset ourselves, We for aTJ earlier humiliation handplayed our best ball while losing to LeMoyne and St. Francis. 2d them by the UB lads. That
Our record away from home was a dismal 2 and 7, both wins game is history now as the
coming against Providence, one at Waterbury and the other at Stags ran wild and beat the
Providence, where the boys really had hot hands and scoring Knights rather badly.
records went out the window,
This year it may be different,
The stock in trade excuses for the season can be applied to however, ,as the Glinesmen have
the '52-'53 edition of the St.ags. An injury to Bob Markovic hurt us improved greatly since the bebadly, and the schedule made it ditlicult for the team to operate ginning of .the season, ,and are
at top etliciency. On two occasions, we played big games on suc- enjoying one of the best woncessive nights, and on a third occasion, we played three games on lost records in their history.
three nights. The net result was 5 losses Qut of 7 games. At mid- Lou Saccone and Dick LaBash,
semester we lost Ed Bush, a promising freshman, who quit school, who will be playing their last
and Bill Smith, a good ball' handler who retired from active play. college game along with Gus
This put more pressure on an already weak bench.
Seaman, have been playing
So this is the big o-ne; it won't be easy, but if the boys are up grea~ ball all season and a~e
f
it we can beat the Seaside Park three-man aggregation. They lookl~g f?rward. to another bIg
or not
, as good ,as theIr
.
.m d'Icates; we are not as b a d as our evenmg
m theIr finalG appearare
record
. UB'f
S.
record indicates. As a matter of fact, we are ten points better ance m
Ull! arms.
us eath
th U B"
h
,,'
man, the other member of the
an
e . . crus ers .
Big Three, has hit his stride
At this point I'd like to congratulate the freshman team, and during the last several games
their coach, Lefty Hustek. Lefty took boys with a minimu~. of and will be out to ring down
pra.ctice time and in a situation where none of them were famlhar the curtain on his career in
with each other. The schedule has not been too tough, some successful fashion. Ernie Amarpeople say, but we have beaten every freshman club we have met al and Stan Silverberg have
and that includes Arnold, U.B.. New Britain, the Waterb~.1rY both looked good of late, hitting
Branch of U -Conn and various prep schools and other orgamza- for double figures in recent
tions. So we have our first undefeated sports team in the school's games, and their improved
history . . . as of this date, It is my opinion, however, that the
(Continued on Page 6)
entire purpose of the team was lost. The boys were shuttled up
and down between the varsity and the yearling squad. And in
some cases, this might have hurt the confidence of a player, and
also cut the players' experience to a minimum.
For instance, Jim Gallagher, a promising rebounder, would be
on the freshman club in one game, and play the better part of it.
Then he would also play in the varsity game; while Dan Pissicane,
All-State from Shelton, would not even play with the freshman
team, yet he wouldn't get into the varsity game,' eith~r. Finally,
he asked to play with the freshman team. When he dId that, he
found himself also seeing action with the varsity. John Nick, a
stocky guard from Long Island, started out sloly. By mid-season he was starting with the freshman team. All of a sudden, he
was on the v,arsity, the first substitute against St. Francis, and
played in all the games on the road tip. When the Stags returned
to the Armory for the Stonehill game, he didn't even dress for the
varsity game.-???? Big Ed Hogan started the season with the'
varsity, and saw little action; he has never played with the freshmen. Later on, he went to the freshman team, but was used rather
sparingly there also. Tex Pavel wasn't even starting on the
freshman team; all of a sudden, he's on the varsity. The only
member of me freshman team who is well off is Henry Higgins,
a good playmaker who starts and plays well every g'ame; he has
not yet made a varsity appearance. Who knows? We do have
one more game left. Are you confused? Well, so am I!
Finally, a plan to pick an All-Jesuit ba.sketball team has been
ina.ugurated by the St. Louis University News and Tom Callahan,
editor. The idea behind the selection is, primarily, to pick a team
which will represent one of the significant achievements amongst
Jesuit colleges. To date, however, only ten of the twenty-seven
Jesuit Institutions have handed in their selections. I hope this
doesn't doom the idea to failure. More on this later.

Fazio Wins
Ping Po,ng
Tourn'ey
Joe Fazio, diminutive Sophomore bested a field of close to
fifty contestants to win the fifth
annual Ping Pong Tournament.,
sponsored by the A.A. and held
in the cafeteria.
The classy, ever-alert Fazio
b'eat Al Quick in a qualifying
round. Then on Wednesday, he
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Stags To
Meet U. B.
On F1eb. 28

On Saturday night, February
28th, the Stags will conclude
their current campaign when
they engage their traditional
arch-rivals, the Purple Knights
of Bridgeport University, in an
inter-sectional tilt on the latter's
home court. In the initial encounter earlier this season between the two teams, the Seasiders were victorious, defeating
the Fairfielders by a 67-63 count.
However, it was one of the
worst games that the Men in
Red have played all season and
they now look forward to reversing this earlier loss in what
was their most bitter defeat of
the year.

The Purple Knights enjoy the
marked distinction of having
played three matches in a row, three men on their roster who
to gain the finals. He defeated have scored over 1,000 points
Camis, DiCienna and Whelan during their collegiate career.
successively, and lost only one They are: Gus Seaman, their
game in that stretch.
center rebounding star; Lou SacIn the finals, Fazio had to go cone, high scoring pivot ace and
seven games before beating Dick LaBash, their steadySmith, for the top spot. Both shooting and capable play-makboys played well. The large ing guard.
crowd applauded frequently, as
The home squad has received
the volleys became more and an added life with the return of
more heated. Finally in the Bob Markovic, stellar guard,
seventh and deciding game Fazio who had recently rejoined the
forged ahead and won 21-19.
club after being sidelined with
The scores were: 20-22, 21-10, a knee injury. The game prom17-21, 21-17, 21-23, 21-13, 21-18.ises to be an exciting and close
Gus Horvath, tourney director tussle, and Markovic's presence
alll:lOunced that a doubles tour- should spell the margin of vicney will also be staged.
tory for the Red Men.

Four FU scoring records fell as the Stags turned in
their seventh win of the season over a strong Providence
College team in the Rhode Island city.

FreshTeam
Wins Four;
Undeferated
The Fairfield Frosh ran up
four more victories over the
past two weeks to continue their
season undefeated. The Frosh
now have won eleven straight
games and need to win their remaining three games to close
out the season with an unblemished mark.
The young Stags showed just
how good they really are by
coming from behind twice to defeat Cheshire Academy at the
Armory and the New Britain
Freshmen in the Hardware City.
Cheshire was the most powerful team the Frosh faced. They
held a small lead almost to the
end. With three minutes remaining, the Stags countered
three successive baskets by Jim
Gallagher, Dan Pisacane and
Jack Nick to forge to the front.
Pisacane then batted in a rebound to ice the game at 44-40.
Nick scored 13 points against
Cheshire's troublesome zone to
emerge as high scorer.
In New Britain, the Frosh
were forced to erase a 10-point
deficit in the last quarter to protect their unbeaten string. With
Pavel and Gallagher leading the
way, they took the lead with
but seconds remaining and held
on to win.
The Stags showed that this
game was not merely an accident by soundly whipping New
Britain's JV's. 61-26, at the
Armory. New Britain was never
in the game. The Stags' tremendous defense was at its best
in this game. New Britain could
score only 7 field goals in the
game. Pavel tallied 17 markers.
Pisacane and Paul Williams also
scored in double figures.

Presidents
Lead In
Bpt.League
The Bridgeport Area Club
Basketball League has reached
the half way mark. The winners
of the First Half were the Presidents with an undefeated record
of six victories and no defeats.
The Sons of Italy were second
with a record of five victories
and one defeat.
The leading scorers of the
league are: Donald Browne with
132 points and Richard Sternhack with a total of 99 points.
Final standing of the first half:
Team
W
L
Pet.
Presidents
6
0
1.000
Sons of Italy
5
1
.833
Diesels
4
2
.667
Staggers
3
3
.500
Wise Owls
2
4
.333
Birds
1
5
.167
Crows
0
6
.000

Stanley Suchenski shattered
the individual game scoring mark
set by Bob Markovic against
Brooklyn Poly, by scoring 36
ooints in the rout. Stan also
broke Joe Kehoe's record with
14 .fieldgoals. The other which
fell during the onslaught was
the team's scoring record of 104
against Arnold in 1952. and the
43 field goals shattered the old
mark.
The Stal!s and Friars played
on even terms for the first several minutes but the Redmen
showed signs of turn in.!; it into
a rout. in the final minutes of the
n~riod. ending the canto with a
28-21 lead. In the second quarter, Sucpens1<i, Fahev and Gerwien broke loose and olltscored
the Friars; their star, Bob Moran, leaving the floor with a 5342 lead. In the second half, the
Stags continued their record
shattering olay and scored almost at will.
Behind Suchenski in the scoring column were Bob Gerwien,
who played another great game,
with 25 and the scorching Norb
Fahev with 2~. Jack O'Connell
also flashed with 10 points.
Four Friar players hit double
figures with Moran netting 20,
McQueeney 18. Pendergast 16,
and 14 for Quinlan.
Fairfield 69, Stonehill 51
Fairfield's Red Stags opened
the final phase of the 1953 season with an easy win over an
inexperienced Stonehill College
five. The Stags, led by Bob Gerwien, jumped to an early lead
and had little trouble in coasting to their fifth win of the season and their fourth on the Armory court. Five of the Redmen
hit for double figures, Gerwien
tallying 14, followed by Jack
O'Connell, Duke Roche, and
Norb Fahey with 12 and the
ret.urning Bob Markovic hitting
for 11. Fahey was particularly
outstanding with his sparkling
floor playas well as his excellent scoring. The visitors from
Massachusetts lacked a good tall
man and' the boards were controlled by the Fairfield Big
Three of Gerwien, Roche, and
Stan Suchenski.
Fairfield 93, Newark 54
The Stags ran wild on the
Armory court and chalked up
their sixth win of the year by
pasting a lack-luster squad from
Newark ColI e g e. The Stags
jumped to a quick 7-0 lead and
ran the score to 39-21 at the end
of the half. In the second half
Coach Jim Hanrahan was able
to rest most of his regulars, as his
reserves continued to roll up the
score against the hapless Jerseyites. Danny Pisacane showed
some of the excellent shooting
that made him an All State
performer at Shelton, when he
connected on four consecutive
shots in the third period.
Bob Gerwien again led the
scorers with 23 points followed
by Fahey with 13 and Pisacane
with 12.' Duke Roche was outstanding, grabbing 17 rebounds
and scoring 9 points.
New Britain 68, Fairfield 60
The high flying Blue Devils of
the New Britain Teachers College handed the Stags their
eighth loss of the year as they
(Continued on Page 6)
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Managers Needed?

Physic -Math
Club Started
At Fairfield

By PETER DE MARCO
and adhere to the needs of the
From the office of F'ather guest team as regards towels,
Lyons, the Director of Athlet- soap, and oranges. Marly times,
ics, there has come a call for the manager must act as scoremore team managers.
keeper or timer, particularly in
The fact that there is a cry- basketball and track.
An innovation has taken place ing need for more managers is
That's the summary ·of reguat Fairfield University in the proved by the f.act that there are lations that would be in a manaform of a new club, the Physics only two basketball managers ger's rule book. Packed into a
and Math Club. The only club handling both the Frosh and brief paragraph, they seem easy
of its kind at Fairfield, member- Varsity quintets, one man for and simple enough, but they
ship is open to students enrolled track, and two for baseball. This require a great deal (if time to
in one of the physical sciences adds up to a large total of five fulfill.
or mathematics courses.
I men doing the work that usuRequirements
The purpose of this organiza- ally necessitates sixteen.
The job will be as easy or
tion is to promote mutual coOpportunists
hard as you make it. Like
operation among p h y sic a 1
It's another common fact that everything else, you have to
science and mathematics stud- success today comes only for like what you're doing. The
ents at Fairfield, and ~lso to the opportunist _ when you see most essential thing for a
acquamt the members With the a break take it. Here is the suc- manager is that he must like
pract~cal applications of those cess st~ry of the basketball the sport of which he is now a
prmclples and theones learned managers. When practice ses- part. Of course, this statement
m the classroom, and to . .9 ffer sions first started at the Armory doesn't infer that he be a Jack
the chance to students to diSCUSS court back in October there O'Connell set-artist, or a ·Jack
any topic rel~ted to t?e physical were no senior, or junio; mana- Doheny on the mound. An ensCiences
With
hiS
fellow gel's _ none at all. This left the thusiastic liking of the sport
students.
.
.
field open for freshmen. Two ac- will naturally draw forth an
The plans for their first actlv- cepted the bid and are now do- understanding also, an underity, ,a dinner, have al:eady been ing the work, as well as receiv- standing of the rigors, perserSports Between Classes
made. Und~r the dlrectlOn. of ing the privileges that, of cus- verance, and abilities it requires
Kenneth Mlkl~, ~enry Ossl.ng tom, are monopolized by senior of the team. Understanding
and Edward Smalllan, the dm- managers in the big college also leads to appreciaton ner will be held March lOth, at sport' of basketball.
here, an appreciation of individual and team performances
the Turf Club.
Need fo Mana ers
T~e moderator for the organ- With thec:mpus ~rack and and good sportsmanship, win or
.
Izatlon IS Father Burns, and the baseball seasons ettin under- lose. Then finally, as ·an add~d
By WALT ZACKRISON
net make appomtments for such officers compnse Charles Sova,
F th g L g
incentive for himself, the mana"Are very many of the stud- help, but rather they seek help president· Willia~ Smith vice- wla Yth soon , h a er lYkonst ur~es ger must have a realization that
1-.
h
.
"
a
.
l
ose
w
0 wou ld l e o give
ents taking advantage of your W',E'never t ey happen to see president· G eo l' g e O'Keefe, th . b
t
t b
he is seeing ball-playing at its
consultation hours? was the the professor in the consultation treasurer: and Robert Mazairz,
e )OThat ~rf 0 ttecome ~~na- finest, second-best to the pros.
th
t
'
gel's.
a
orgo
en
man
on
h
d
f
Th
It
f
th
questiGl1 t at I aske 0 many room.
e resu 0
IS IS
a secretary.
th t '
t
1 im So, the manager must have his
of the members of the faculty the professor -cannot spend as
e earn IS an ex reme y
qualities, too - a liking, underwhen interviewing them last long and as beneficial a period
portant m~n.
standing, appreciation ,and realweek.
of time with the student as he
e
Meanmg of the Word
ization.
After sifting through the in- would like. The faculty memWe'll indulge in "straightRewards
formation that I received, the bel'S ·also feel that those studfrom-the-hips" journalism now.
What
are
the rewards of the
e
general census of opinion seem- ents who need the help usually
It's one of the pecularities of manager? Let's say his chief reed to be that those students hesitate to come for it until it
modern life, that the word
ward is synonymous with that
who needed more help than is too late. Thus they destroy or
"manager," applied to sports, is
Sunday evening television proothers did not regularly come to seriously decrease their chances
loosely us.ed. Strictly;, .~ebste~ gram entitled, "You Are There."
their professor for assistance. of getting valuable ,assistance
lei
de~nes him as a
director: He is that hidden viewer on
The majority of those who did because they do not come for
MaJor League baseball has
every sports scene. He hears the
ask for help were for the most advice when they ·first real.ize
The Student Council, by heeded W.ebster, f.or its bas~ball coach's words of wisdom in the
part upperclassmen; the ma- that it .is necessary.
unanimous vote, has extended manager IS the big team dlreclocker room, he partakes of the
jority of the underclassmen
On the brighter side, the fac- the Parking Authority until tor; the coach is ~erely ~is
players' gossip on the bench, he
were primarily concerned with uay seems to think that an in- I June, 1953. The Parking Com- assistant. But outSide maJor
sees the winning points made,
the content of coming exams or creasing number of students are mission, which was put into op- league baseball, the correct
or the tie-breaking single, he
grades received on exams al- taking ,advantage of this oppor- eration at the beginning of the name for a man~ger who doesn't
witnesses old records broken
ready taken.
tunity of added assistance. I school year, has practically manage anythmg, would be
and new ones made. Those are
This seems to imply that the found that the majority of stud- eliminated the automobile con- "team steward."
exciting experiences.
underclassmen are either unfa- ents come to the consultation gestion so prevalent i Il the past
Duties
miliar with the system or. know room for the following reasons: years.
The manager acts as a stewabout it and refuse to use it. to find out about their marks;
Self-Support
ard. His jobs are many and
According to the faculty, the about what will be the next
Paul Tremont, '55, chairman varied. He assigns the uniforms
the FAIRFIELDER
upperclassmen tend to talk over exam; to discuss problems en-I of the Commission, aided by a to each player in the beginning
925
Post Rd.
Fairfield
classroom discussion on which countered in either the class- staff of two men, Gerry Smith of the season. He packs and
they are hazy.
room or home study; and finally and Roy Irvin, in cooperation distributes the uniforms for
A general complaint from the to discuss personal problems.
with the Dean of Men's Office, I games. His responsibilities infaculty members is that the
have been so effective in their clude taking care of the basketGOOD FOOD!
students do not adhere to those
work that the Authority ·has balls, bats, or hurdles and ·other
hours when they are free and
been operating on a self-sup- team equipment, and keeping
which have been posted on the
porting basis.
possession of the valuables of Meal Tickets Save You 10%
bulletin boards in the classEnforcement
the players: their wallets, rings,
rooms., in the consultation r·oom,
Mr. Tremont has informed and watches during games and
and in the corridors. These
The STAG that there will be a practice sessions. Moreover he
DIAL 9·9140
hours were selected because
more rigid enforcement of rules must be at practice sessions,
they were the most convenient
in the future. He especially ke.,e~p~ch=a.:..rg~e~o::.:f~t:h~e~lo~c~k:.e~r~r.:::o.:::o:::.m:s:::,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
times for the v,arious professors;
called attention to the twentythey >-b-ould be used with this
eight unregistered cars parked
"The Slack That Takes
in mind. Another complaint
regularly in the University
Care Of Itself"!
. voice':i by some of the pl'Ofessors
parking lot. The owners of these
whom I interviewed was that
cars are presently being traced
the majority of the students
and they will be notified by the
that come for consultation do
Dean of Men's Office in the near
future.
Violations
The two main violations
,5
TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN
brought to the attention of the
Commission were the "Corner
CALL 6-2559 BRIDGEPORT
Fine imported wools woven
parking" (cars parking in corwith magical Orlon make
OR 68-3155 FAIRFIELD
ners of the area), and the "anguthese handsome slacks really
lar parking" (not parking diAnytime
practical! Crease stays in,
wrinkles stay, out! Oxford
rectly between lines). Students
and medium grey. Sizes
are warned that, though one car
29 to 40.
may violate the latter rule,
ANTHONY E .TESTO, B.S.Ph., Prop.
other cars parking .alongside it
Howland'. Men'. Clothing,
Street Th~or
should make every effort to obStillson Rd., Black Rock Turnpike
1332 State St.
'I serve
the white lines. ContinuFairfield, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
ous violations of these rules will
"'Euerything in Drugs"
be cause for suspension of parkl-----------1. ing privileges.

·
H
Cansa1atlon ours
O

I

.

•

P 'ark lng

Auth-orlty
EX t ,end d

I
I

I

I
I
I

Senior Card
Par t Y

I

March 6

OrIon and Wool
Flannel Slacks

$15.9

I

JOHNS' PHARMACY

I
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THE
JOY'S JOTTINGS

GALLLIGAN
(Continued from Page 1)
March 6 and 7. However,. the
senior delegate, Ronald Homza,
urges all who are interested in
the course to attend these informative discussions. The lecture periods themselves, however, will not be conducted in
the formal classroom procedure
but rather as informal panel
discussions, insofar as every
student will particip-ate and act
as an integral part of the program. The procedure which will
be followed at these discussions
will be in the form of mock legislature, consisting of the election of officers and formal presentation of measures, etc. With
such a course of instruction,
Fairfield University will be well
represented at the CISL convention in March.

REVISIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
other officers of activities, and
faculty moderators were consulted for their opinions about
the present distribution of
points. Their comments were
considered invaluable by the
committee, sinc.e they have the
closest contact with these activities, making it possible for
the Council to get an inside
view of the workings of these
groups.

STAGE DOOR
Restaurant
POST ROAD
LOLLY BOGUCKI, Prop.
Tel. 9-9150
Green's Farms

DANCING DINNERS

CENTEU
Restaurant
"\Vhere it is a treat to eat"
1418 POST ROAD

TEL. 9-9057
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CONCERT

LINGUA CLUB

(Continued from Page 4)
(Continued from Page 2)
play, along with that of reserves over with the spiritual, "Who
Jerry Aiello, Ray Hirth and Did," and finished the first part
Jack Liggins, give the Knights of the program with three
a well balanced ball club.
On our side, the key to the Rodgers and Hammerstein favhopes of all F,airfield men will orites, "Getting to Know You,"
be the play of Bobby Markovic, "Hello, Young Lovers" and
the Naugatuck Nugget. If Bob "Whistle A Happy Tune." A
has recovered sufficiently from touch of humor was provided
his severe knee injury, the by the Campus Minstrel's preStags stand a better than even sentation of "Johnny Schmockchance for victory. But if Bob er," and the solemn and mournis reinjured or slowed down ful "The Three Bells" was well
during the game, we will be received by the audience.
without our best playmak~r
T:1(' entire company reopened,
and a proficient scorer, and WIll aft '"'1' intermission, with the
have to employ some yet un- ever beautiful "Ave Maria" the
known quality to make up for smooth chords of "Lo, H~w a
his loss.
ROBe E'er Blooming" 'and "Panis
In Bob Gerwien, Stan Su- Angelicus." Paul Heetman, sophchenski and Jim Roche we have omore violinist, gave a stimulatthree top rebounders and. s~or-I ing rendition of "Country F'air,"
mg threats from the mSlde. an added "attraction," so to
Gerwien and Suchenski have speak. The all-time favorites of
sparkled during the past two Fairfield, the Bensonians, took
seasons and Roche has come in- us back to the "good old days"
to his own lately. Jack O'Con- with the barber shop harmony
nell and Norb Fahey, the team's of "Margie" and "Down the
only seniors, are both good Lane." A change of mood was
scorers and their speed afoot provided by the Glee Club
has caused a lot of trouble for members who burst forth in
other opponents this season. I song to the strains of the
Paul Frauenhofer is one of the "March of the Musketeers" and
district's best defensive players the
thunderous
"Old
Man
and his services will play an River." The classical side of the
importa'nt part in the game, musical world was represented
especially if N!arkovic is not in Mr. Henry Weber's piano solo
able to play the entire game.
of Chopin's "Ballade" (in A flat
Jim Gallagher, Dan Pisacane major) and the entire Glee Club
and John Nick, all freshmen, completed an "enchanted evehave improved greatly since the ning" of song with the resonant
earlier UB game, and will serve "The Lost Chord" and "The
as top reserves. Pisacane has Syncopated ClocK."
looked better each game since
he started getting into action.
McDERMOTT. SMITH
Gallagher looks like an able replacement for anyone of the
(Continued from Page 1)
big men, and Nick has develop- session was the, passage of a
ed into a top notch 'ball handle;r. resolution to help defray expenses of certain Senior deleDEBATERS
gates. It was n?ted that in order
for the CouncIls to be success(c on.t'I~ue d f rom. P age 1)
ful they must include reprenon-decls~on, .one WIn and one sentatives from all colleges in
draw. ThIS Fnday, ~~bruary 27, I New England. However some
two te~ms from Fa~rfield (the, schools have such a small studa mrma t Ive t earn, I.~., Cl em ent enrollment that they find it
Naples a~d J.ack SUlliva~, and impossible to finance the travel
the negatIve. I.e.,. Ro:y E;rvm and expenses of their delegates. It is
Robert PetrucellI) will meet the hoped that the new plan will
Holy Cross Debaters at worces-I alleviate this condition.
ter Mass.
,
McCarran-Walters Act
A further note of interest was
O.K. CLEANERS
a resolution' to urge revision of
QUICK SERVICE
the McCarran - Walters Act.
However
this proved such a conTailors, Cleaners and
troversial issue that it was
Laundry Service
tabled until the Congress in
Press suits on premise
1468 Post Rd.
Fairfield April.
Special emphasis was placed
by Regional President Bill Rust
on the necessity of good attendance at the April Congress. Mr.
Rust urged every College to
make a special effort to have as
many of their students in Boston as possible.

I

I
I

I

I

I

LA'HR,Y'S

· ht
0 pen D ay an d N Ig

POST ROAD
Corner Miller St.

Eth IOca I
\

Ph armacy

Hucksters And .Doctors ...
University Men And Bank Presidents...
They may differ in their politics and their views on many

JA.MES

,DINER

In the heart of Fairfield's
"Little Times Square"

I
I

all have one thing in common

v.

portant appointments, it's the best suit you can wear. In

PROMPT SERVICE -

The Man's Shop. Read's
East Building, John Street

Important -

• • .C.
(Continued from Page 1)
of Fairfield's Education Department. His effort and organization resulted in an efficiently
run confab. Mr. Robbins Barstow, director of field service in
the C.E.A. (Connecticut Education Association), in a letter to
Father McPeake, lauded the excellenceof the affair and expressed the favorable impressi,on which Fairfield made upon
hIm and other participants.

Compliments of

BRIDGEPORT

72 South Pine Creek Rd.
Fairfield
Tel. 9-2835

JOY

Main Tire &
Appliance Co.
1629 Main St.
Bridgeport
Tel. 4-3104

INSURANCE
RELIABLE COMPANIES

single and double breasted models . . . stripes, shadow
plaids, small tick patterns and solid colors.

SEA

FABRYK ELECTRICAL

INCORPORATED

GENERAL

--------

1260 Main St.

other subjects, but they're all agreed that a man needs
at least one good worsted suit in his wardrobe. For im-

7TH FLEET

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 3)
common ground was provided
Kennan Policy
from which future work can
Mr. McCarthy stressed the
proceed. The first meeting was serious ditt:erences between ~r.
.
Dulles' policy, as representatIve
conducted by the Italian Club of the Eisenhower administraof Fairfield and the Classics tion ,and Mr. Kennan's po~icy,
Club of St. Joseph's. The next, as representative of Truman's
which will be in April, and to I administration.
Mr. Ke~an,
h' h F . fi ld
'11 b h t . whose phIlosophy determmed
w IC
all' e
WI
e os, IS Truman's policy of containment,
to be sponsored by the two has continually promoted the
French Clubs and the two Span- idea that "we are to treat Russia
ish Clubs of the colleges. The, as we want her to be and not as
inaugural gathering was opened she is." The first results of this
with a prayer by Father J,ames policy were aid to Greece and
A. ~alsh, S.J., .followed by a Turkey and the Marshall Plan
greetmg from SISter Theodore, that were announced in 1947.
Dean of. St. Josephs. College. Both these programs were ridA receptIOn and SOCIal were dIed with contradictions to the
held after the meeting.
extent that "economic 'aid was
It is to be hoped that the new also offered to the U.S.S.R.
and fine .work thus started will wh~m the Truman doctrine was
expand m the future to the aImIng to contain."
benefit of those of Fairfield and
Korea
St. Josephs who l' e ali z e the
Of course, the climax of this
great profit to be derived from policy was the intervention of
the study of the language.
the United States and the United
Nations in Korea in June, 1950.
NEW RECORD
Originally this was admirable;
(Continued from Page 4)
however, the inflexibility of the
Truman "Doctrine" was soon
pulled out a close 68-60 victory felt with the contradictory order
on the New Britain court. Led to the Seventh Fleet which was
by diminutive Werner Henkel intended to keep Chinese dothe upstaters scored eight con- mestic policies from entering
secutive points in the closing the conflict. When the Chinese
seconds to break up a thrilling Reds entered the "incident" this
contest. The lead changed hands represented, as one military
three times, the score was tied leader put it, "the greatest
seven times in the second half military anomaly in history."
but the teachers had a little bit
Mr. Kennan's entire program
more than the Stags in the final was based upon a "feeling of fuminutes. With the score tied 58 tility," a justification for p-ast
all and two minutes left, Henkel errors, and a timidity toward
and Hank Deneen took charge anything positive that might
and the game was over.
aggravate the Russians.
On the other hand, Mr. Dulles
has been fostering a positive
policy that will mean assertive
action rather than the "torpor
and indecision of that which
preceded it."
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